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6.3.2019 A8-0159/10

Amendment 10
Marco Valli, Laura Agea, Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Isabella Adinolfi, Rosa D’Amato, 
Bernard Monot, Rolandas Paksas
on behalf of the EFDD Group

Report A8-0159/2019
Tom Vandenkendelaere
European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2019
(2018/2119(INI))

Motion for a resolution
Recital K

Motion for a resolution Amendment

K. whereas the current account surplus 
peaked in 2017 and are set to recede 
somewhat to settle at around 3.6 % of GDP 
in the euro area and at 2.3 % of GDP in the 
EU in 2019 and 2020, and are thus among 
the highest in the world;

K. whereas the current account surplus 
peaked in 2017 and are set to recede 
somewhat to settle at around 3.6 % of GDP 
in the euro area and at 2.3 % of GDP in the 
EU in 2019 and 2020, and are thus among 
the highest in the world; whereas some 
Member States continue to run 
persistently large current account 
surpluses, well above the alert threshold 
of 6 % of GDP; whereas this 
macroeconomic imbalance affects the 
stability and sustainability of the whole 
EU, hampering the process of 
rebalancing between euro area 
economies;
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6.3.2019 A8-0159/11

Amendment 11
Marco Valli, Laura Agea, Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Isabella Adinolfi, Rosa D’Amato, 
Bernard Monot, Rolandas Paksas
on behalf of the EFDD Group

Report A8-0159/2019
Tom Vandenkendelaere
European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2019
(2018/2119(INI))

Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 8 a (new)

Motion for a resolution Amendment

8a. Notes that the rules of the Stability 
and Growth Pact have been applied more 
strictly in some Member States than in 
others, depending on the political 
influence of their respective governments, 
thus reinforcing the perception of a 
‘double standards’ approach by the 
Commission in the application of the 
budgetary rules;

Or. en
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6.3.2019 A8-0159/12

Amendment 12
Marco Valli, Laura Agea, Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Isabella Adinolfi, Rosa D’Amato, 
Bernard Monot, Rolandas Paksas
on behalf of the EFDD Group

Report A8-0159/2019
Tom Vandenkendelaere
European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2019
(2018/2119(INI))

Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 10

Motion for a resolution Amendment

10. Notes that there is still an 
investment gap in the euro area, despite the 
positive results of the Investment Plan for 
Europe; points out that in the current 
context of signs of economic slowdown 
and rising external risks and challenges, 
public and private investment play an 
important role in facilitating growth and 
convergence at European level;

10. Notes that there is still a significant 
investment gap in the euro area, despite the 
results of the Investment Plan for Europe; 
points out that in the current context of 
signs of economic slowdown, incipient 
normalisation of monetary policy and 
rising external risks and challenges, public 
and private investment play an important 
role in facilitating growth and convergence 
at European level; calls on the 
Commission, to this end, to urgently 
undertake a comprehensive revision of the 
existing rules of the Stability and Growth 
Pact with a view to exempting productive 
public investment and national 
contributions to EU funds from the 
calculation of budget deficits;

Or. en
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6.3.2019 A8-0159/13

Amendment 13
Marco Valli, Laura Agea, Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Isabella Adinolfi, Rosa D’Amato, 
Bernard Monot, Rolandas Paksas
on behalf of the EFDD Group

Report A8-0159/2019
Tom Vandenkendelaere
European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2019
(2018/2119(INI))

Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 25

Motion for a resolution Amendment

25. Emphasises that coping with 
potential future shocks requires progress in 
deepening the EMU; recalls that deepening 
the EMU will require strong political 
commitment, efficient governance and 
democratic accountability; recalls the 
importance of a resilient banking sector 
and its efficient and appropriate regulation 
to safeguard financial stability; calls for a 
step-by-step completion of the banking 
union, with a credible European deposit 
insurance scheme and continued efforts to 
reduce non-performing loans; takes note of 
the mandate given by the Euro Summit to 
the Eurogroup to work on a budgetary 
instrument for convergence and 
competitiveness;

25. Emphasises that coping with 
potential future shocks requires progress in 
deepening the EMU; recalls that deepening 
the EMU will require strong political 
commitment, efficient governance and 
democratic accountability; recalls the 
importance of a resilient banking sector 
and its efficient and appropriate regulation 
to safeguard financial stability; calls for a 
step-by-step completion of the banking 
union, with a credible European deposit 
insurance scheme; notes that substantial 
progress in the reduction of non-
performing loans has been achieved, 
whereas exposures to illiquid securities of 
levels 2 and 3 continue to pose significant 
risks to financial stability and should 
therefore be significantly reduced; takes 
note of the mandate given by the Euro 
Summit to the Eurogroup to work on a 
budgetary instrument for convergence and 
competitiveness;

Or. en
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6.3.2019 A8-0159/14

Amendment 14
Marco Valli, Laura Agea, Fabio Massimo Castaldo, Isabella Adinolfi, Rosa D’Amato, 
Bernard Monot, Rolandas Paksas
on behalf of the EFDD Group

Report A8-0159/2019
Tom Vandenkendelaere
European Semester for economic policy coordination: Annual Growth Survey 2019
(2018/2119(INI))

Motion for a resolution
Paragraph 29 a (new)

Motion for a resolution Amendment

29a. Recalls that the corrective arm of 
the macroeconomic imbalance procedure 
(MIP) has never been applied so far and 
that current account surpluses remain 
largely unaddressed; calls on the 
Commission, in this regard, to take 
decisive and effective action so as to 
ensure that excessive surpluses can be 
reduced to a sustainable level;

Or. en


